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Abstract. Data governance is an emerging research area getting attention from 
information systems (IS) scholars and practitioners. In this paper I take a look at 
existing literature and current state-of-the-art in data governance. I found out 
that there is only a limited amount of existing scientific literature, but many 
practitioners are already treating data as a valuable corporate asset. The paper 
describes an action design research project that will be conducted in 2012-2016 
and is expected to result in a generic data governance framework.   
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1   Introduction  

Companies should treat corporate data as a key strategic asset in order to achieve a 
sustainable competitive advantage. During the past decades most of the successful 
companies have already invested in optimizing production facilities and equipment, 
fine-tuning financial monitoring and reporting mechanisms, improving employee 
productivity, and implementing the latest information systems (IS). Therefore, it is 
more and more difficult to get a satisfactory return on investment with these 
traditional corporate assets.  

Like any other asset, data needs good corporate governance. A huge amount of 
data is already generated in, for example, customer relationship management (CRM), 
supply chain management (SCM), and many other enterprise systems (ES). However, 
it is not enough to just capture and store data, because unmanaged data leads to poor 
data quality and increases the cost of business transactions. Data governance would be 
accompanied by immediate revenue increases and cost cuts, which create increased 
shareholder value. 

Data governance is a relatively new research area without an established definition. 
It combines best practices from many fields such as strategic management, business 
process management and risk management. Although the roots of data governance 
research are in the early 1980s still today most of the existing research is focusing on 
some specific area. Therefore, there is a need for a holistic approach giving guidance 
how companies should establish and improve their data governance. 

The research objective is to design a generic data governance framework for 



globally operating companies. The case studies in this research will give us an 
understanding of data governance in complex enterprise environments. Moreover, this 
research extends experience and adds strength to what is already known through 
previous research. The research analyzes real-life situations and provides a basis for 
the application of ideas and extension of models, methods, and practice in business 
environments and in future research.  

In this paper I first review the existing literature on data governance and data 
quality. Second, I discuss the research approach including the Action Design 
Research method, the implementation plan for the research in 2012-2016, and the 
research objectives. Third, I discuss current state-of-the-art in data governance 
including its implications on data quality and big data as well as how to organize data 
governance. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion. 

2   Background 

Data governance ultimately aims at creating a competitive advantage for 
companies by creating a holistic approach to important organizational data and the 
research area has its roots in the early the early 1980s data quality research. I will 
discuss this in greater detail after addressing some key concepts. 

In information systems related discussion it is common to refer to the following 
Ackoff’s [1] definitions: data is representation of facts, information is data in context, 
and knowledge is information in perspective, integrated into a viewpoint based on 
information and experience. However, in this paper I use the common practice in data 
quality research and use the terms data and information alternatively.  

It is also important to discuss the relation of data governance to corporate 
governance and IT governance. According to Weil and Ross [2] corporate governance 
means that the Board and senior executive team are responsible for the strategy, 
which aims at desirable behavior exploiting the key assets of the company. An 
important key asset on their list is Information and IT assets, which stresses the 
importance of information and not only technology. On the other hand, Wende [3] 
argues that “data governance and IT governance are coequal and both have to follow 
corporate governance principles”. She also emphasizes that data governance is not a 
subset of IT governance and needs even more “close collaboration among IT and 
business professionals who understand the data and its business purpose”. 

2.1 Data Governance and competitive advantage 

Davenport [4] argues that companies need enterprise-wide data strategy and 
governance to achieve competitive advantage. Moreover, he elaborates that 
companies have invested millions of dollars in enterprise systems that capture data 
from every conceivable source. For example, enterprise resource planning, customer 
relationship management, supply chain management, and other enterprise systems 
ensure that no transaction or other significant exchange occurs without leaving a 
mark. But to compete on that information, companies must present the information in 



standard formats, integrate it, store it in a data warehouse, and make it easily 
accessible to anyone and everyone inside the organization and sometimes outside as 
well.  

In their data quality related research Wang et al [5] noticed that establishing and 
maintaining trust in data quality is very important for data governance success. In 
their research they had a case organization they called “Financial Company”, which 
needed to provide real-time information about changes in customers’ account 
balances to internal data users. However, the internal users did not trust the data, 
which resulted in each department maintaining their own local databases. Therefore, 
the company did not have integrated customer account information, which in turn 
caused even more suspicions about the data. 

Adelman et al [6] argue that every company needs a plan for improving the way it 
leverages its data. With the help of this plan, the company would be able to turn data 
into information, and eventually into knowledge that will then produce measurable 
improvements in business performance. Adelman et al illustrated the issue by arguing 
that working without data governance is analogous to a company allowing each 
department and each person within each department to develop its own financial chart 
of accounts. This empowerment allows each person in the organization to choose their 
own numbering scheme. Existing chart of accounts would be ignored as each person 
exercises their own creativity. Even those of us who are not into numbers understand 
the resulting chaos. Without data governance the chaos is not as obvious, but the 
indicators are easy to see: dirty data, redundant data, inconsistent data, inability to 
integrate, poor performance, terrible availability, little accountability, users who are 
increasingly dissatisfied with IT performance, and a general feeling that things are out 
of control. In addition, this gives a blank check to those who want to pursue their own 
agendas and it results in endless discussions and arguments whose numbers are 
correct.  

Carr [7] argues in his classic Harvard Business Review article “IT doesn’t matter” 
that information technology is becoming a commodity and is not anymore a source of 
competitive advantage. However, he admits that his definition of IT does not include 
the information flowing in the systems and the people using them. Therefore, 
combining good quality information with human talent can often lead to business 
advantage.  

2.2 Data Quality Research 

Madnick et al [8] state that data quality research identifies data quality issues in 
organizations, investigates practices that improve or deteriorate data quality, and 
develops techniques and solutions for data quality management in an organizational 
setting. They continue that data and information quality issues have grown rapidly in 
light of the critical role played by the quality of information in our data-intensive, 
knowledge-based economy. In other words, data quality research has built a solid 
ground for data governance research as I will discuss in this section. 

In the late 1980s early data quality research focused mainly on developing 
techniques for querying multiple data sources and building large data warehouses 
according to Madnick et al [8]. This work mainly focused on “entity resolution 



issues” exploring ways to determine if separate records actually corresponded to the 
same entity (aka de-duplication or matching).  

In the early 1990s researchers in MIT (Madnick & Wang [9]) founded the Total 
Data Quality Management (TDQM) framework. The TDQM defines continuous data 
quality improvement with the consecutive cycles of Define, Measure, Analyze, and 
Improve. This extends the better-known Total Quality Management (TQM) in the 
manufacturing domain to the data domain. In other words, Madnick and Wang argued 
that even though most organizations “manufacture” data, they do not treat it similarly. 
Later on Wang et al [5] drew on TDQM taking a product view of information and 
developed a modeling technique, called IPMap, to represent the manufacturing 
process of an information product (i.e. IP). 

Lee et al. [10] drew on Wang’s et al information product framework. They 
developed a context-embedded IPMap to explicitly represent various contexts of 
information collection, storage, and use. 

Redman’s (e.g. [11], [12], [13], [14]) seminal work has focused mainly on the 
importance of data assets, characteristics of data, and different data quality 
dimensions. Therefore, he has had a great influence especially on the data quality and 
data governance practitioner communities. 

In the 2000s recent studies have shown evidence that the relationship between 
information quality and organizational outcomes is systematically measurable, and 
that the measurements of information quality can be used to predict organizational 
outcomes. (Sheng and Mykytyn [15], Slone [16], Brynjolfsson [17]).  These papers 
were published as conference proceedings, but they are expected to gain more 
attention later on as completed journal papers. They should therefore have a definite 
impact on academia and practitioners. 

2.3 Data Governance Research 

Wang et al [5] argued already in the early 1990s that the information production 
process has to be treated as though it were producing a physical product for a 
customer.  According to them, the process must be well defined and must contain 
adequate controls, including quality assurance, inspection, and production and 
delivery time management. Wang et al have contributed more to this research, but it 
mainly concentrates on the data quality aspect. This will be discussed in greater detail 
in data quality research section. 

Despite Wang’s et al early findings, still in 2009 Fisher [18] argued that internally 
many organizations mistakenly view data as a “technological problem”. They 
continue that past efforts to solve these problems have too often resulted in expensive 
multi-year projects that have not paid promised dividends, and thus the projects have 
frequently failed. Executives know they want to trust data, but they do not know how 
to reach that point. When they have been burned by approving expensive IT projects 
that never delivered the intended results and promised ROI, the executives may be 
reluctant to invest in additional programs. Therefore, data is not a “technological 
problem”. It is every employee’s problem. It is every executive’s problem. And 
seeking a way to constructively and economically address data issues is paramount to 
success of the organization. 



Otto [19] conducted a scientific literature review in 2011 and found that there are 
only 33 scientific papers regarding data governance in journals or conference 
proceedings, and the first one was published in 2005. In addition, there are seven 
scientific books, one working report, and two doctoral theses. Moreover, there are 
eight publications by industry associations and 18 relevant practice-oriented 
publications by software vendors and analysts. As we can see from these studies, the 
data governance research area is still very immature even though it is seen as a 
promising approach for companies to improve and maintain the quality of their data. 

The first attempts to create a framework for data governance were published in 
2007. The frameworks consist of Wende’s [3] scientific paper in the ACIS 
conference; IBM’s [20] (fairly light) data governance maturity model, and Radcliffe’s 
[21] “Gartner’s Seven Building Blocks”, which was the main authority for many 
master data management (MDM) practitioners for many years. 

A few years later Khatri and Brown [22] and Weber et al. [23] rendered early 
definitions of data governance. Both agree that data governance refers to the entirety 
of decision rights and responsibilities regarding the management of data assets. In 
addition, in 2010 the industry association DAMA International published Data 
Management DM-BOK [24], which also contains some data governance concepts. 
The second edition of DM-BOK (which will emphasize the importance of data 
governance in all other data knowledge areas) is currently in review and will be 
published in the end of 2013.  

However, as Otto [19] pointed out, all the previous approaches have in common 
that they focus on single aspects of data governance. This leads to isolated solutions. 
The fact that companies need to take into account a number of aspects when trying to 
organize data governance has so far been neglected. This gap both in the scientific 
and in the practical state of the art was the motivation for Otto’s contribution 
“Morphology of the Organization of Data Governance”.  This provided a good 
foundation for empirical data governance research described in the next section of this 
paper.  

3  Research Approach 

3.1 Action Design Research 

Action design research (ADR) (Sein et al. [25]; Purao et al. [26]) is a research 
method for generating prescriptive design knowledge through building and evaluating 
an ensemble of IT artifacts in an organizational setting. The ADR process (incl. the 
work packages (WP) of this study) is depicted in Figure 1 below.  

ADR is based on four stages, with several iterative loops for doing highly 
interactive constructive research. The first stage, problem formulation, identifies and 
conceptualizes a research opportunity based on existing theories and technologies 
(Hevner et al. [27]). 



The second stage of ADR, building, intervention, evaluation (BIE), uses the 
problem framing and theoretical premises adopted in stage one. These premises 
provide a platform for generating the initial design of the artifact, which is further 
shaped by organizational use and subsequent design cycles. Carried out as an iterative 
process in a target environment, this phase interweaves the building of the artifact, 
intervention in the organization, and evaluation. The outcome of the BIE stage is the 
realized design of the artifact. During BIE, the problem and the artifact are 
continually evaluated, and the design principles are articulated for the chosen class of 
systems. 

The third, reflection and learning stage of ADR, moves conceptually from building 
a solution for a particular instance to applying that learning to a broader class of 
problems. This continuous stage parallels the first two stages. The stage 
acknowledges that the research process involves more than solving a problem. 
Conscious reflection on the problem framing, the theories chosen, and the emerging 
ensemble is critical to ensure that contributions to knowledge are identified.  It is also 
important to adjust the research process based on early evaluation results to reflect the 
increasing understanding of the ensemble artifact. In practice this means that we pay 
close attention to the emerging issues during the project and articulate the learning 
from the cases so that other practitioners and researchers can later learn from the 
experiences. This stage acts as the key risks and contingency management tool in the 
project.  

The fourth stage of ADR aims at formalizing the learning from the study. 
Following Van Aken [28], the situated learning from an ADR project should be 
further developed into general solution concepts or design rules. Casting the problem-
instance into a class of problems (see stage one) facilitates this conceptual move. 
Researchers outline the accomplishments realized in the artifact and describe the 
organizational outcomes to formalize the learning. 

 



 
 
Figure 1. Research design, adapted from ADR (Sein et al. [25]) 
 

3.2 Research Implementation 

This Data Governance research is conducted as a part of a bigger research project 
focusing on ERP development networks in three enterprise-scale case organizations 
during 2012-2016. The study is divided into three subsequent sections; 1) 
understanding the context, 2) constructing and evaluating the model, and 3) 
formulating theoretical and practical in-depth understanding about the context. 

In the first part, we will conduct a systematic literature analysis and a set of case 
studies of three globally operating organizations where several in-depth interviews of 
business and IT managers, end-users, developers, and consultants are conducted and 
their activities observed. My objective is to gain understanding about actors, their 
communication and interaction practices, and the use of different data governance 
methods and their alignment. I believe that this selection of case organizations will 
explain much of the variation in data governance between different companies. 

The second part of the research will employ a constructive research approach to 
develop models, methods and practices for improving data governance and 
communication in the selected case organizations. My objective is first to build 



models, methods and practices, employ them in a practical setting, and evaluate them 
there. Second, I will modify or enhance those models, methods, and practices 
according to the field experiences, and third, construct their aggregate to support the 
activities of the case organizations comprehensively.   

The third part of the project consists of the fourth stage of ADR. Its objective is to 
formalize the learning.  The results of the research will be published on annual basis 
in scientific journals and conferences. 

3.3 Research Objective 

The research objective is to design a generic data governance framework for 
globally operating companies. In addition, the case studies in this research will give 
us an understanding of data governance in complex enterprise environments and can 
extend experience or add strength to what is already known through previous 
research. The research analyzes real-life situations and provides a basis for the 
application of ideas and extension of models, methods, and practice in business 
environments and in future research.  

The research will constitute a theory for my doctoral research on this area, where 
exists only limited scientific research by this far. Therefore, the research is expected 
to result in new knowledge for information systems science. In addition, it will 
contribute to practitioners such as business executives and IT managers by providing 
them with generalized, prescriptive, and practically relevant scientific knowledge for 
setting up and improving data governance capabilities in their organizations. 

4   Current state-of-the-art in Data Governance  

4.1 Data Governance in Practice 

There is not a commonly accepted definition for data governance, but drawing on 
Otto [19] I repeat the definition presented also in Wikipedia “data governance is a set 
of processes that ensures that important data assets are formally managed throughout 
the enterprise”. As any other process improvement, data governance initiative needs 
to define suppliers, inputs, processes, outputs, and consumers. Moreover, it is not a 
one-time effort, but an evolutionary activity aiming at sustainable data quality 
management embedded in all core business processes. 

Redman [14] argues that companies should get responsibility for data out of the IT 
department. First, it seems obvious enough that one should put management of data as 
close to the action as possible. The two most important moments in a piece of data's 
lifetime are the moment it is created and the moment it is used. These really 
interesting and important moments for data occur in the business, not in IT. Second, 
management responsibility should lie with the parties that have the most to gain or 
lose. Business departments gain mightily when they create new value from data. In 



contrast, IT reaps little reward when data is used to improve a product, service, or 
decision. Nor does IT feel the pain when the data is wrong. It is the business that 
bears the consequence of poor decisions, increased costs, and angry customers. 

Pierce et al [29] conducted a survey for over 200 large organizations in the USA to 
find out the state of data governance in practice. Over half of respondents (58%) 
reported that their organizations recognize information as a strategic asset and manage 
it accordingly. However, 17% were neutral on this question and 25% felt their 
organizations do not recognize information as a strategic asset. Although respondents 
were generally positive about the results and effectiveness of their organization’s 
information governance efforts to date, 86% of all survey participants expected those 
efforts to increase over the next 2 years. 56% of respondents indicated their 
organization’s information governance initiatives were still in the pre-implementation 
stages while 28% of respondents indicated that their organization’s first “iteration” 
had been implemented within the last few years.  

There are no any as comprehensive studies about European organizations, but for 
example, Serén and Dahlberg [30] conducted a survey to 157 business and IT 
managers employed by the 500 biggest companies in Finland. They have conducted a 
similar “IT Barometer” survey for five years in a row, but this was the first time they 
added information management as its own series of research questions. They found 
out that 48% of companies agree strongly or partly that they manage information 
holistically and have a development roadmap for further improvements. In addition, 
there are, for example, major companies such as Nokia, Kone, Konecranes, Fiskars, 
Outokumpu, Outotec who are members in professional association DAMA Finland 
and share their experiences in the field. 

4.2 Data Quality in Practice 

Wang et al [5] define data quality as follows: “Information delivered is a total 
product: it includes all the attributes that in combination meet the information 
consumer’s expectation”. The goal is to ensure that the information product quality is 
fit for use. They continue that managers should embed the quality monitoring in all 
processes that produce information for its consumers, including systems design and 
development as well as the daily production and delivery of information. 

Redman [13] lists seven common data quality issues. First, people cannot find data 
meaning that an employee may use 30% of workday searching for information and 
unsuccessfully every second time. Second, approximately 10-25% of records contain 
inaccuracies. Third, due to poor data definitions, data is frequently misinterpreted and 
cannot be shared between departments. Fourth, there are often privacy and security 
violations meaning, for example, that data is subject to loss and there is a risk of 
identity theft. Fifth, there is inconsistency across data sources, which is almost a norm 
with multiple processes. Sixth, there is too much data and, in fact, half of it is never 
used due to uncontrolled redundancy. Finally, there is organizational confusion and 
managers do not know, for example, what data is important or how much data is 
there. 

Wang & Strong ‘s [31] framework captures dimensions of data quality (DQ) that 
are important to data consumers. Intrinsic DQ denotes that data have quality in their 



own right. Contextual DQ highlights the requirement that data quality must be 
considered within the context of the task at hand. Representational DQ and 
accessibility DQ emphasize the importance of the role of systems. These findings are 
consistent with the understanding that high-quality data should be intrinsically good, 
contextually appropriate for the task, clearly represented, and accessible to the data 
consumer. 

Batini et al [32] argue that the problem with previously existing data quality 
dimensions is the contextual nature of data quality, which causes numerous different 
dimension specifications for different purposes. They analyzed most important 
classifications in data quality literature and defined the basic set of data quality 
dimensions: 

Accuracy: data reflects correctly the real world object (e.g. customer address is real 
or bank account balance correct) 

Completeness:  the expected data attributes are provided (e.g. ID, name, price, and 
description on product record) 

Consistency: data is in synch across the enterprise; there is no duplication within or 
across systems (e.g. customer data in CRM and ERP are same) 

Timeliness: data delivery time meets expectations (e.g. real-time or weekly batch 
load can both be alright depending on the need of the user) 

Peter Aiken’s research team from Virginia Commonwealth University conducted a 
survey of data management practices in 175 organizations in 2002-2005. They 
categorized the findings together with Redman [13] who published the following Data 
Quality Maturity Model: 

First, they found out that as many as 40% of organizations are Unconscious 
meaning that they are not aware of the data quality problems they incur. And 
ironically, they end up using most resources for correcting the data, because it is done 
in silos during normal work tasks. Second, 50% are reactive Cleaners who from time 
to time implement special data cleansing projects, usually inside other development 
projects. Third, 8% are Enlightened meaning that they have highly motivated 
individuals or teams who try to advance enterprise-wide data quality efforts. Fourth, 
1% are Competitors who are fully on a new path meaning that there is much more 
than few committed leaders. There may be a central group leading the effort, but most 
departments are engaged. And finally, 1% are World-beaters who enjoy the 
competitive advantage of world-class data. 

4.3 Data Governance and Big Data 

According to Soares [33] organizations need to govern big data as they would 
other types of information such as master data and reference data. Governance is a 
crucial enabler to derive maximum value from a big data program. However, big data 
brings new challenges to governance because much of the data that organizations will 
want to leverage comes from outside their control, is less structured, and is much less 
understood than the transactional data they have traditionally dealt with. These new 
data types must be integrated with existing information governance and technology 
infrastructures. 



McAfee and Brynjolfsson [34] argue that big data aims at translating analytical 
intelligence to competitive advantage. Moreover, they point out the main 
characteristics of big data, which also differentiate it from more traditional analytics. 
First, there is Volume meaning that in 2012 about 2,5 exabytes of data is created every 
day and the amount is doubling every three years. Second, there is Velocity meaning 
that organizations are nowadays able to capture, analyze, and react to data in real-
time. Third, there is Variety meaning that data is available in many more formats than 
in structured relational databases as in the past.  

Soares [34] presents a categorization for different types of big data. First, there is 
data generated in web & social media (can be used e.g. for sentiment analysis). 
Second, there is machine-to-machine data (can be used e.g. for patient monitoring in 
healthcare). Third, there is big transaction data (can be used for e.g. claims analytics). 
Fourth, there is biometric data (can be used e.g. for genetic testing). And fifth, there is 
human generated data (stored e.g. in electronic medical records). 

Manuika et al [35] argue that many pioneering companies are already using big 
data to create value, and others need to explore how they can do the same if they are 
to compete. Companies churn out a huge volume of transactional data, capturing 
trillions of bytes of information about their customers, suppliers, and operations. 
There are millions of networked sensors that are being embedded in the physical 
world in devices such as mobile phones, smart energy meters, automobiles, and 
industrial machines that sense, create, and communicate data. Manuika’s et al 
research found out that data could create significant value for the world economy, 
enhancing the productivity and competitiveness of companies and the public sector 
and creating substantial economic surplus for consumers. For example, they estimated 
that the potential annual value to the health care of the USA amounts to $300 billion. 

In conclusion, Davenport [4] discusses the need for data strategy or data 
governance. According to him, these programs do not operate just under a common 
label, but also under common leadership and with common technology and tools. In 
traditional companies, departments generally manage “business intelligence” in their 
own silos; number-crunching functions select their own tools, control their own data 
warehouses, and train their own people. But that way, chaos lies.  Moreover, the 
increase of user-developed excel spreadsheets and databases inevitably leads to 
multiple versions of key indicators within an organization. Therefore, companies 
should nominate centralized groups to ensure that critical data and other resources are 
well managed and that different parts of the organization can share data easily, 
without the impediments of inconsistent formats, definitions, and standards. 

4.4 Organizing Data Governance 

Wang et al [5] are usually credited for creating the first Data Governance 
framework. They, however, called it Information Product (IP) approach, which 
consisted of four principles: 1) Understand information needs, 2) Manage information 
as the product of a well-defined process, 3) Manage information life-cycle, 4) 
Appoint information product manager (IPM) to manage the process and resulting 
product.  



According to Wang et al [5] the IPM’s duties are, in essence, process management 
and coordination. Traditionally, the IT function has performed information process 
management (if it was performed at all), but they seldom focused on the information 
consumers and their needs. The poor quality of organizational information is 
commonly caused by the lack of coordination and shared knowledge among 
information consumers, manufacturers, and suppliers. 

However, in the beginning of 2000s there was virtually no any guidance how to 
organize data governance. Later on IBM’s [20] information governance council 
maturity model described on high level goals, enablers, core disciplines, and 
supporting disciplines. Radcliffe [21] listed that it should include vision, strategy, 
governance, organization, processes, technology, and metrics.  DAMA [24] presented 
its own “pie chart” of data management: data governance in the middle surrounded by 
e.g. data architecture, metadata management, master data management, and data 
warehousing. 

In 2011 Otto [19] created a more comprehensive framework and argued that data 
governance consists of Goals and Structure. The goals can be divided in Formal 
business or IT goals and Functional goals. Structure, on the other hand, can be 
divided in Locus of control, Organizational form, and Roles & Committees. 

In the same year, Orr [36] presented his version of Foundational requirements for 
data governance. Data governance must be Legitimate (i.e. formally sanctioned & 
endorsed), it has to Span control over data over all lines of business, it has to Span 
control over data process (incl. roles & responsibilities), it must have adequate (but 
actually quite modest) Funding, it must have Administrative visibility (i.e. close to 
CEO), the Senior management must be involved in high-level decisions and political 
navigation, and finally the members must have Skills and Organizational position for 
commanding respect and attention.  

The goal of my research is to draw on Otto’s [19] more theoretical ideas and Orr’s 
[36] practice oriented requirements and to further develop the resulting framework in 
the case organizations. Finally, the intention is to generalize the framework so that it 
can be used in other similar globally operating companies. 

5   Conclusion 

This working paper describes a research outline aiming at designing a data 
governance framework for globally operating companies. In addition, it introduces 
my doctoral dissertation research on data governance and positions it in the context of 
existing research. First, I argue that corporate data should be viewed as a key strategic 
asset.  As businesses and organizations become more reliant on technology, data and 
information quality becomes an increasing concern. Second, I review the existing 
literature on data governance and notice that there are only little scientific findings in 
this area so far. Third, I discuss the chosen Action Design Research method as well as 
the implementation plan for 2012-2016. The objective of the research is to result in 
new knowledge for information systems science regarding data governance. In 
addition, it will contribute to practitioners such as business executives and IT 
managers by providing them with generalized, prescriptive, and practically relevant 



scientific knowledge for setting up and improving data governance capabilities in 
their organizations. Finally, I discuss the current state-of-the-art in data governance 
and the existing guidance how to establish data governance. 

The main limitations of this paper are that it only introduces the research topic and 
does not yet include any empirical evidence or theory development.  Following 
Gregor’s [37] classification of theories in IS, I expect that this research will use and 
develop theories for explaining and predicting as well as theories for design and 
action. Therefore, the next research step is to start collecting and analyzing the 
empirical data to provide a basis for theorizing. 
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